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About This Game

Inspired by the adventure and imagination that we love from classic science-fiction, No Man's Sky presents you with a galaxy to
explore, filled with unique planets and lifeforms, and constant danger and action.

In No Man's Sky, every star is the light of a distant sun, each orbited by planets filled with life, and you can go to any of them
you choose. Fly smoothly from deep space to planetary surfaces, with no loading screens, and no limits. In this infinite

procedurally generated universe, you'll discover places and creatures that no other players have seen before - and perhaps never
will again.

Embark on an epic voyage

At the centre of the galaxy lies a irresistible pulse which draws you on a journey towards it to learn the true nature of the
cosmos. But, facing hostile creatures and fierce pirates, you'll know that death comes at a cost, and survival will be down to the

choices you make over how you upgrade your ship, your weapon and suit.

Find your own destiny

Your voyage through No Man's Sky is up to you. Will you be a fighter, preying on the weak and taking their riches, or taking
out pirates for their bounties? Power is yours if you upgrade your ship for speed and weaponry.

Or a trader? Find rich resources on forgotten worlds and exploit them for the highest prices. Invest in more cargo space and
you'll reap huge rewards.
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Or perhaps an explorer? Go beyond the known frontier and discover places and things that no one has ever seen before.
Upgrade your engines to jump ever farther, and strengthen your suit for survival in toxic environments that would kill the

unwary.

Share your journey

The galaxy is a living, breathing place. Trade convoys travel between stars, factions vie for territory, pirates hunt the unwary,
and the police are ever watching. Every other player lives in the same galaxy, and you can choose to share your discoveries with

them on a map that spans known space. Perhaps you will see the results of their actions as well as your own...

Now including...

Play with all 4 major updates since launch: Foundation, Pathfinder, Atlas Rises and the massive NEXT update.

An epic voyage to the centre of a shared universe awaits, allowing you to explore, trade, fight and survive alone or with friends.
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Title: No Man's Sky
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Hello Games
Publisher:
Hello Games
Release Date: 12 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10 (64-bit versions)

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GTX 480, AMD Radeon 7870

Storage: 10 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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No Man's Sky is an atmospheric triumph. The rocky launch to this game has somewhat stigmatized it as a game that didn't live
up to its promise and perhaps that was true at launch; it is certainly not the case anymore.
This is my second time purchasing this game. I've clocked over 200 hours on the ps4 and I don't regret a single moment.
However, you should know what you're buying. Like I said before, the strength of this game is it's atmosphere (no pun intended)
as well as it's tone, and it's vast universe chock full of adventure; but a good portion of that adventure will be up to you. No
Man's Sky is slow at times, it requires patience and a want to slowly grow more prepared for whats ahead. You'll be doing alot
of mining and scavenging. This game is just as much a survival game as it is a exploration game, you'll be finding and crafting
components to make weapons, visors, scanners, parts of your base and more. You'll be repairing your shields, weapons and
vehicles and meeting plenty of aliens and robots that may lack in variety after a while, but that I believe is it's only real notable
flaw at this point.

The TLDR of this review is that NMS is a FAR better game than what you may have heard if you listened to all the
controversies at launch, and lets face it... you did. The team has built a wonderful game and I believe you'll surely enjoy it if
you're a fan of space, survival games, exploring and mining things.
. Honestly I didn't really follow the initial outrage when this game dropped. Rarely do I get to play games when they launch
mostly because of my schedule. I usually play games 1-2 years after they release with the rare exception of a game that I've been
looking forward to. There are too many games and not enough time to play them all. I picked No Man's Sky up on sale and
didn't really know too much about it. It just looked cool so I got it and have put about 4 hours in. The learning curve is kind of
steep and I was expecting more story and hand holding instead of getting dropped in the middle of nowhere with s hit to fix and
resources to gather right from the get go. I was kind of frustrated for the first hour but once I started figuring everything out it
all clicked and I enjoyed it so much I kept playing for a few more hours. I've been pretty amazed by the whole thing so far. I
understand people were bitter because they got their expectations over inflated because of the pre-release hype. I went into this
with zero expectations and feel like it is a really fun game. The graphics are really good. I've only explored one planet and a
moon so far. I can see easily dumping many hours into this game before it gets too repetitive. If I grow sick of it and feel like
I've seen everything after dumping 50+ hours into the game I'll feel like I got my money's worth. All I can say is if you haven't
played it and like grinding and exploring then check it out. I didn't have crazy expectations regarding plot or story. I'm sure I
have yet to dig into the main storyline yet but it doesn't seem like it is even necessary to play the game. I've just been wandering
around exploring and building a base on one of the moons of the planet I started on. I have never played any games with
seamless space travel before. Maybe I'm easily amused but flying up out of the atmosphere of a planet for the first time was
cool as hell. Just the space travel aspect of all of it is cool as hell to me.. Well....it has come a long way. I am
still\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665that I bought this game at release for 60 euros, while it was worth
maybe 15. Damn, I've played games for 15 that had more content and the same graphics standards. Anyhow, the updates did a
lot of good, I went back to playing it.

+ the whole thing is endlessly generated. That's worth something.
+ it's in space and everything is so pretty
+ open base building
+ actual multiplayer
+ lots of OP things are nerfed
+ Crafting became more challenging but also more interesting.
+ Underwater became much more vibrant
+ you can now create your own character and I even saw something that resembles a female body

- The game is still choppy, even with a good pc.
- story is not very interesting and needs [A LOT OF] attention in my humble opinion
- relatively expensive considering the situation
- mildly buggy
- interaction with characters feels a little bit stiff, and there's no AI for them.

I admire the fact the developers went on working even though everyone burned them down, you need balls for that. Still Skyrim
used to be 60 euros and this game comes no way near it. I have mixed feelings. I like it, but I am still reserved for what is to
come. Don't save up for it but if you have the money and you like space exploration definetely try.. I'm conflicted. I had some
fun going through the missions, upgrading my ships\/bases\/capital and fleet. At some point in between doing all that, the game
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became stale and repetitive. Serious work is needed in content department. Also fix that RNG for ships and multi-tools.. Do I
recommend this game? YES
The game launch was a disaster. Yet where many games would tuck tail, grab as much income as possible and bail, Hello (the
dev) stuck with it. They turned this game into everything it should be. Now we are getting true multiplayer and VR!
NOW is the time to pull the trigger on this game.
To the devs: Thanks for doing the right thing.
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I am a guy who refunded NMS when it was first released.
Also a Star citizen backer.

NMS was a joke when it was out.
Now I bought it back again and is satisfied with it's contents.
The game is Actually enjoyable now.
What a surprise.

NMS regain some of my hope on gaming industry which doesn't have much left.
I hope whatever the holy spirit that works on Sean will also work on Robert of SC.

Good Job NMS's dev.. Huge improvement since the NEXT update. This game is incredibly fun now.. This game was a hot mess
at launch. Is it a hot mess now? Nope. This is an excellent game with a level of exploration not found in any other game. It's
fantastic. Got some extra cash for a game? Give No Man's Sky a try.. It's a decent game, but still feels like it's in early access.
UI is a mess of conflicting and obscure necessary commands.
I do enjoy it... but too often you feel like you're fighting the game, and not playing it for enjoyment.
* Exploration is a big part, but after a dozen planets, you've seen it all before.
* The base building is a right PITA. the mats quantities are insane.
* Way too much "shoe leather" moments. It's wasting time because it... can?
* Uses RNG as a way to extend longevity - ie waste even more of your time on pointless activity vs fun.
As you progress in the game, the mundane tasks dont really get "researched away" or similar, you still have to do them. Hence
the sense of progression to being more badass, is limited.

There's better explore\/build games out there - give this one a miss unless you're a big fan of the genre.
If you do really want it, don't bother paying full price, wait for a sale.. I did not buy this at it's treacherous launch, but it must
have come a long ways because it's pretty amazing! This is like open world to the 10th power with it's seemingly endless star
systems . You can easily soak hundreds of hours in this and still feel like you have a lot more to do! The player truly feels like a
star explorer and survivalist that is constantly dealing with limited space in cargo holds and storage units. The mini-game of
conducting fleet operations is fun and interesting when storage management isn't too overwhelming. If you are a hoarder of
everything this may be the game to cure your affliction!
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